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SUMMARY

Lift and elevator hing~-moment characteristics were
measured on a horizontal tail ~rovided with elevators
having three different Yeveled trailing edges. The tail
surface IJaS mounted on a ty~ica.1 pursuit fuselage uritho-tit

wing anl was testei in the LMAL 7- by 10-foot tunnel at
attitudes simulating normal-flight and spin conditions.

The lift effectiveness of the elevator, slightly
less than the lift effectiveness for the plain elevatbr,
was practically independent of the amount of bevelin~ and
Was decreased by unsealing the gap at the elevator nose.
At spin attitudes the elevators maintain about half their
e~fectiveness; if the elevator can be moved at these at-
titudes, increments of lift can be obtained to upset the
spin equilibrium and effect a recovery. The beveled
trailing ed~es we~e effective in reducing the elevator
hinge moments for most conditions tested although the
shortest-beveled elevator did not have so great an effect
as would be expected from test data for two-dimensional
flow. The reduced effectiveness of the shortest-beveled
elevator’ was attributed to scale effect. Some overbal-
ance was evident for the sealed-gap condition. The bev-
eled elevators floated at lower negative deflections than
the plain elevator tit spin attitudes, and the hinge mo-
ments at the deflections reauired for recovery from a
spin will be less with the beveled elevators.

The increments of elevator-hinge-moment coefficient
caused by yaw were generally negative; whereas the incre-
ments of lift coefficient caused by yaw were either posi-
tive or negative, depending on the angle of attack.
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The subscripts indicate the factor that is held constant

in determining the parameter. Lower-case letters are

used to indicate section coefficients determined in the
two-dimensional-flow investigations of references 1 to 6.

The terms “flap,” “elevator”flc~ntrOl surface! “ and

are used synonymously, The elevator chord is measured
from the hinge axis to the trailing edge of the airfoil.
The distance parallel to the chord line from the point
where the beveling began to the trailing edge is termed
the “bevel. II

APPARATUS AND MODEL

The tests were made in the LMAL 7- by lo-foot tunnel
described in references 8 and 9. The model was mounted

in the conventional manner on the %alance fork for force-
test. measurements. The elevator hinge moments were elec-
trically measured 3Y a calibrated device located inside
the fuselage of the model. For the tests at large eleva-
tor deflections and high angles of attack this device was
a torque rod. For small elevator deflections and lew
angles of attack a more sensttive Cantilever beam was
used,

The plan form of the horizontal tail is shown in fig-

ure 1. The horizontal tail had the following physical
characteristics:

Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 0009
se/s . . , . . . , . . ● . . . . . . . * . . ● . ● 0.27

S (including area projected through fuselage), square
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 0 ● O C1*7S5

A.. . . . . . . .*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3*7
Taper ratio, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.77:1
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c, foot . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 0,687

Ces foot . . . . . . . . . ,.,...,,....0.189

Ee , foot . . . ; --- . .“”.“.-”””.””:. ; . . . ‘.’”’.’.“.” “. 0.19-9

b, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...00.2.560

A plain elevator and an elevator provided with inter-
changeable tail blocks to form a O.lOCe, a 0.15ce, and a

o.20ce beveled trailing edge, also shown in figure 1, were

used. The horizontal tail surface was mounted on a model
Of a typical pursuit fuselage (fig. 2) at an angle Of in-
cidence of 2.3°. The fuselage juncture was filleted.
The model had no wing} propeller, or vertical tail and
the cut-out for the wing through the fuselage was faired
in. The elevator deflections were set by templets and
were held by a friction clamp. The unsealed gap between
the stabilizer and the elevator was 0.005c. Sealing the
gap was accomplished by fillin~ with a light grease.

TEST CONDITIONS

The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37
pounds per square foot, which corresponds to a velocity
of 80 miles per hour under standard sea-level conditions.
The test Reynolds number, based on the average chord Of
the horizontal tail, was 502,000. The effective Reynolds
number of the tests was 803,000 because the turbulence
factor of the LMAL 7- by 10-foot tunnel was 1.6.

Tests were made through a range of angles of attack
from about -10° to 470 at elevator deflections of 5°, 0°,
-1oo, +00, and -30° and through a range of angles of
attack from. -10° to 22° at elevator deflections of 2°, -20,
and -50. Two gaps, a sealed gap and a 0.005c gap, were
investigated.

Tests throughout the yaw range were made with a
sealed gap. In order to simulate yawed flight at un-
stalled attitudes, all elevators were tested throughout a
yaw range from about -10° to 45° at 2.3° and 14,3° angles
Of at”~ack Of the tail with 5°, oo, and -l(j~ elevator de-
flecticz~, In order to simulate conditions encountered
in a sjp).n, all elevators were tested throughout the yaw
range 3+5 27.3° and 47.3° angles of attack with elevator
defl~C’,%?,O~s Of -20° and -3oo, Readings were taken at 5°
increments of angle of yaw throughout the yaw range.
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PRECISION

Because of the small size of the tail surface the
magnitude of the corrections for the effect of the tunnel
walls was negligible. Interference effects caused by the
nodel mounting strut have also been neglected, The angles
of attack were set to within 2=C.1° and tli~ elevator de-

flections, based on scatter of ,points from check tests,
were set to within +0.5°. The degree of precision of the

force measurements as obtained from several. check tests
was about ~0.02 for the lift coefficient. Elevator hinge-
moment coefficients, based on check tests, are believed
to be accurate within 5=0.C02 for small deflections at
angles of attack %C1OW the stall and within *0.C08 at
angles of att,ac!< a130V~ ti?iF? stall. Because of the low

scale of the tests, i.t is believei tha,t the difference
between full-scale acd ;~oc?.elckariacteristics will be
greater tk.an the differences o-oserved in the model check
tests. The scatter of the test points from a number of
the chec!c tests indicates two types of flow in the range
of an~les of attack above tli~ stall near inaximum lift.

RESULTS

Lift and hinge-moment characteristics as affected by
angle of attack, angle of yaw, elevator deflection, and
elevator gap are presented for the plain elevator and for
the elevator with three different beveled trailing edges.
Because the various tails were ~.ounted on a fuselage, all
the characteristics presented include the mutual-interfer-
ence effects of the fus~lage and the horizontal tail.

The characteristics of the fuselage alone are pre-
sented in figure 3 as a function of angle of attack at 0°
yaw and. as a function of angle of yaw at four angles of
attack. (I?ig. 3 is t?.kez from reference 7.)

The lift coefficients of the various fuselage-tail
combinations and the corresponding elevator hinge-montent
coefficients are presented in figures 4 to 7 as a function
of angle of attack of the tail for several elevator deflec-
tions, Part (a) of each fi~ure gives these characteristics
with the elevator gap sealed with grease; part (b), lfirith
the gap equal to 0,005c.
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The increments of lift coefficient ACL and the

corresponding increments of elevator. hinge-moment coeffi-
,>

cient ACh of the tail surface alone plus interference
4.:.\ a.s caused l)y “angle of yaw are presented in figures 8 to
“c.. 11. These increments were found ly deducting the charac-
A teristics of the tail alone plUS interference in the un-

yawed cond.iti.on from the characteristics of the tail alone
plus int.erferfnce. in the yawed conclition, all other fac-
tors being constant. The lift of th+~ tail alone plus in-
terfi:rence was found ly d~ducting the lift of the fuselage
alone from the lift of the fus~lage-tail combination at
the same angle” of attack and angle of yaw.

Parts (a), (b), (c), and (d) of figures 8 to 11 give
the increments of lift. coefficient and of elevator hinge-
moment coefficient piotted as a function af angle of yaw
for differer.t angles cf attack and for several elevator
deflections. The eleva,tor gap was sealed for the data
presented in these figures. (Fis;. !3 is taken from rPf-
.erence 7.) The angles of attack of the tail u,sed for pre-
senting the data of figures 8 to 11 were chosen to rep-
resent :

1. A small angle of attack below the stall, 2.39

2. A large angle of attack below the stall, 14.3°

3. An angle of attack slightly above the stall, 27.3’0

4. An angle of attack far above the stall, 4’7.3°

9?h& aerodynamic characteristics are presented in figl~res 8
to 11 for small elevator deflections at the angles of
attack below the stall and for large elevator defl~ctions
at the angles of attack above the stall in order to ap-
proximate flight conditions.

DISCUSSION

Tuselage Alone and Fuselage Interference

The lift of the fuselage alone is shown in figure 3
to .be negligible at angles of attack below the angle of
attack at which the tail stalls. At angles of attack
above 200, CL become~ 0.003 and the lift coefficient

m

II
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c L, based on tail-surface dimensions, increases gradually

to a maximum value of 0.09 at the largest angle of attack
tested,

Figures 4 to 7 show that the angle of attack of zero
lift varies from 0.6 0 to 1.OO with a sealed gap and from
1.OO to 1.53 with an unsealed gap. The variation of aao

with a constant gap condition is probably caused by inac-
curacies in the elevator setting, and unsealing the gap

causes a shift of about 0.5° in %o” The lift of the

fuselage (fig. 3) will cause an increment Of about 0.2°

in the angle of’ zero lift of the fuselage-tail combination,
The larger part Of tt,e shift Of U,ao is, however, still

unaccounted for; this shift is believed to be caused by
fuselage interference.

The slopes of all the curves of figures 4 to 7 are
somewhat affected by an unknown interference factor. Tfie

slope of tt.e lift curves in the range of angles of attack
below the stall is very nearly that of the tail alone plus
interference because the contribution to the lift by the
fuselage alone has already been shown to be negligible in
this range, Above the stall, however, some of the increase
in lift with angle of attack may be attributed to t~h.efuse-
lage (fig. 3).

As the fuselage is yawed at
(fig. 3(b), m= 2.30),

small angles of attack
the lift of the fuselage increases

positively. At larger angles of attack, however, the
lift decreases with anflle of yaw. Consed,uently a large
part of the increment Of lift of the fuselage-tail co~ibi-
na.tions due to yaw is caused by the fuselage itself.

Lift Characteristics of Fuselage-Tail Combination

The lift characteristics of the beveled-trailing-edge
elevators tested are, in general, similar to those of the
plain elevator and tile elevator with overhanging balance
reported in reference 7. The slope of the lift curve in
the range belotv the stall is about 0.053 for all elevators
tested with gap sealed or unsealed. This sIope is the

same as for the plain elevator. Above the stall the lift
coefficient of the combination generally increases slightly,
but nearly all of this incree,se can be attributed to the
fuselage. The lift of the tail slope plus interference
therefore remains fairly constant at angles of attack
above the stall.
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The lift effectiveness of the elevator is sl’ightly
de,cre.aseci by the addition of. the beveled trailing ed’ge’->.
and is cons.id.erably more decreased when the gap is un-
sealed., Fcr the sealed-gap condition, the effectiveness

-!
“Ti (a~/~6)cL is -0.55 for the plain elevator and approxi-
<>
‘1,-

mataly -0,,53 for the three beveled elevators. With an
unsealed gapj the corresponding values are -0.44 for the
plain elevator and -0.42 for the %eveled. elevators. The
effectiveness is maintained until separation of the flow
over the elevator takes place. When the flap is sealed,
the decrease in lift effectiveness when separation takes
place is rather abrupt and occurs at about the same angle
of attack and the same flap deflection for all the bevels.
With an unseaied gap the decrease in effectiveness is
more gradual, whit’h causes no abrupt change in lift char-
acteristtc.s. The 10SS in effectiveness caused by the gap
is, however, of such a magnitude that an elevator with a
sealed gap giv~s a greater lift increment than an elevator
with an unsealed gap for all cases tested.

Above the stall the lift increments produced by ele-
vator deflection are approximately half as great as below
the stall and are of the same magnitude as the lift in-
crements caused by a plain elevator. At angles of a,ttack
far above the stall (35° to 45°) the large elevator de-

flections, which had a small effectiveness below the stall,
became as effective as the smaller deflections in produc-
ing lift increments. Neither the length of the bevel nor
the gap condition had an appreciable effect on the lift
increments at angles of attack far above the stall, If
the elevator can be moved when the airplane is in spin
attitudes, increments of lift can therefore be obtained
to upset the spin equilibrium and effect a recovery.

The variation with angle of yaw (figs. 8 to 11) of
the lift of the tail alone plus interference is similar
for the three beveled elevators and the plain elevator.
At a, small angle of attack (a = 2,3°) the lift increment
due to yaw is positive and increases in magnitude with
increasing angle of yaw up to 40°. At 14.3° angle of
attack the lift increment is negative. At 27.3° and 47.3°
angle of attack the lift increment remains nearly zero up
to 20° angle of yaw. For angles of yaw above 20° the in-
crement generally %ecomes negative. The increment of lift
due to yaw does not vary much with elevator deflection.

1- —
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At an angle of attack of 14.3° and at spin attitudes,

the negative increment of lift will tend to oppose the
diving moment usually caused hy yawing -the complete air-
plane.

Elevator Hinge-Moment Characteristics

The purpose of the modifications to the trailing
edge of a flap is to reduce the hinge moment of the flap.
A discussion” of the action of several such modifications
is given in reference 6.

The effectiveness of the bevels in reducing the ele-

vator hinge moment may be seen from the hinge-moment pa-
rameters in table I. The parameters given in table I
were measured at small angles of attack and at zero ele-

vator deflection. The ap-placability of these parameters
for stick-force calculat.ior.s is determined by the degree
of linearity of the hinge-moment-coeffi cient curves of
figures 4 to 7. As the plain elevator is successively
replaced by a 0,20ce bevel and a 0.15ce bevel, both Chm

and ch6 become more positive. Sealing the gap makes no
difference in Chfl, for these two amounts of bevel but

causes a considerable change in Cha , the balance being

less effective with the sealed gap. Although the unsealed-
gap condition gives a greater balance effectiveness, it
should be noted from the curv~s of figurc~ 5 and 6 that
the hinge-mornent-cocfficirnt curves with a s~al~d gap are

approximately linear through a wider range of angle of
attack and of elevator deflection. The O.lOce bevel does

not cause as much change in Chs or in Chm as the two

longer bevels.

With a sealed gap, some overbalance ,is evident at
small flap deflections and negative angles of attack for
all the beveled shapes tested. At larger elevator de-
flections in the unstalled range, Cha is negative for

all the elevators tested and the effect of the bevel on

Ch ~ is not so great as at the small elevator deflections.

At angles of attack far above the stall simulating
spin attitudes, ‘h& is negative and usually larger than
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at angles below the stall. The hinge-moment coefficients
are approximately the same regardless of bevel size or gap

., and are more ‘posittve’tha”n ‘t’h’ose””fora plain ‘e~-e’v~~or for
most of the” conditions tested. The slope ‘Cha

4
isnega-

01<11 tive at angles of. attack far above t“he stall (35° to 45°)

d and the elevator floats somewhere between -10° and -20°
for all elevators tested. The plain elevator floats at
-220 to -25° under the same conditions. As explained. in
reference 7, the ability of a pilot to move the control
surface to effect recovery from a spin is dependent on
the free-floating angle of the control and the variation
of hinge moment with control deflection! It is apparent
that recovery from a spin will be more easily effected
with the beveled elevators because of these facts and ‘oe-
cause the lift of the beveled elevators is approximately
the same at, spin, attitudes as that for a plain elevator.
Smaller stick forces wi].1 be reouired to hold the beveled
elevators at zero or positive deflections.

Because the current series of tests was made without
a wing on the model, the characteristics of the horizontal
tail were, of course, not affected by movement of the tail
into or out of the wing downwash as the complete airplane
is yawed. The characteristics presented are independent
of downwash effect and are plotted as a function of angle
of yaw. They may be considered as applying to an airplane
the horizontal tail of which lies entirely clear of the
wing downwash or they may be considered as being a com-
ponent part of the aerodynamic characteristics of an air-
plane. This fact should be considered in the interpreta-
tion of the data of figures 8 to 11.

For small angles of yaw the increments of elevator
hinge-moment coefficient are small and are poeitive in
some cases and negative in others. At larger angles of
yaw the increments become negative for all the beveled
elevators and are more negative at the angles of attack
above the stall. The increments of hinge moment due to
yaw are approximately the same for all bevel sizes and
are somewhat more negative than the increments of hinge
moment produced by a plain elevator under the same con-
ditions. At angles of attack slightly below the stall,
the negative increments of hinge moment caused by angle
of yaw tend to compensate for the in~reased stick force
caused by the larger negative elevator deflection re-
quired to maintain constant speed as the airplane” is side-
slipped in landing.

I- —— —
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Drag

The relative drag characteristics of the various ele-
vators could not be measured with sufficient precision to
make the results conclusive because of the small size of
the tail surface tested. The differences in drag coeffi-
cient of the various elevators were small enough to be
within the limits of the experimental accuracy of the
tests.

Minimum profile-drag coefficients are presented in
reference 6 for two-dimensional-fl ow tests of elevators
similar to those of the present investigation. These two-

dimensional-flow data indicate an increment of 0.0004 in
minimum profile-drag coefficient over the minimum profile-
drag coefficient of the plain flap for the 0.20ce and the

o.15ce beveled t??ailirL~ edges and an increment of 0,0014

for the O.lOce bevele~ trailing edge.

Comparison with Data from Two-Dir,ensional-I?l ow Tests

The ratio of the average flap chord to the average
airfoil chord, the airfoil section, and the bevel shapes
are nearly the same for the airfoil of reference 6 and
for the tail surface used in the present tests. A general
comparison c:~n th~r~fore be made b~tween the two- and the
three-dimensional data.. All the data of reference 6 are
for a sealed gap and the comparison is made for that con-
dition.

In table I some hinge-moment parameters, computed
from data of two-dimensional-flow tests, are -presented
for comparison withthe measured values. The computed
parameters for the plain elevator are taken from refer-
ence 7. The measured values for the plain elevator are
taken from check tests on the plain elevator made in con- .
junction with the tests on the beveled elevator and are
believed to be more accurate than the data of reference 7.
The computed’values fof the beveled elevators were ob-
tained by multiplying ChU, for the plain elevator by

Cha(beveled)
and Chi for the plain elevator by

Cha(plain)
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ch6 (beveled.) , Cha(beveled)
The ratios —

Chb (beveled)
and

ch8 (plain) Cha(plain) ch8 (plain)

- - r; are taken. from reference 6.
!n -.,... -,. ....

Ll The most apparent difference between the results of
the two- and the three-dimensi onal-fl ow tests is in the
action of the O,lOcf bevel, In the tests of reference 6

the O.10cf bevel gave greater reductions in both lift and

hinge moment than the two longer bevels. In the present
series of tests, however, the reductions in lift and in
the hinge moment due to elevator deflection caused by the
O,loce bevel are rather small and are less than the reduc-

tions caused by the other bevels. The difference in Cha,

though still appreciable, is smaller than “would be ex-
pected. As explainsd in reference 6, the effect produced
by the bevel is due to its influence on the pressure dis-
tribution over the trailing edge of the flap. The dif-
ferences between the results of the two- and the three-
dime~.sional-flow tests for the short bevel are probably
caused by separation phenomena because the scale of the
three-dimensional tests was only about one-third the scale
Of the two-dimensional tests.

In the two-dimensional tests both Cl and CL
a! 6

were red-~ced when the plain elevator was replaced by the
beveled elevators. In the present three-dimension?.l
tests CL was unaffected by the elevator shape within

a
the experimental accuracy of the tests, while CL

6
was

slightly reduced by the O,ZOCP and 0.15ce beveled ele-,
vatorse

Table I shows that the two longer bevels had a smaller
effect on ch6 and a larger effect on Cha than would be

expected from the computeti values obtained from the data of
the two-dimensional-flow tests. The parameter values in
table I apply only at small flap deflections and small
angles of attack where the bevels have the greatest effect.
At large flap deflections Ch becomes negative for all

a
flaps tested in both two- and three-dimensional flow, and
the deorease in Ch ~ caused by the bevel is not so great

as at small flap deflections.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions, based on the measured
aerodyna~. ic characteristics of the tail surfaces of the
present investigation, were drawn:

1. The lift effectiveness of the elevator was
slightly decreased by the use of a beveled. trailing edge.
Unsealing the gap caused a large decrease in the lift ef-
fectivsnesso

2* If the elevator can bc moved at angles of attack
far alove tlhe stall, increments of lift eoual to the in-
crements produced by a plain elevator can be obtained to
effect recovery from a spin.

3. The effect of angle of yaw on the lift of the
fuselage-tail combination at an angle of attack of 14.3°

and at spin attitudes wag to oppose the usual diving mo-
ment that accor~~anies the yawing of the airplane.

4. The 0.20ce and 0.15ce bevels were effective in

reducing the hinge moments due to elevator deflection and
in _proLucing positive values of Chin. The O,lOce bevel

had, less effect than wo-~ld be expected from results of

two-dimensional-flow tests, the difference probably being
caused to some extent by scale effect.

5. The stick forces required for recovery from a
spin will be less f or the beveled elevators than for the
plain elevator.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National .4dvisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field , V a..
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TABLE I

]j~~~uR~D JJJ”ND coJfpu~ijD ~ING~_M(j~dj~~T pARAM~TERs

PLAIN AND 3Z’TELEII-TRAI LING-EDGE ELEVATORS

ON A TYPICAL P’[JRSUIT FUSELAGE

Measured

Elevator Gap
——.

Couputed Uom!mut ed

-0.0100-c* 0035 -0.!)015

. ——

-.0922

,0020

-0.0085

-.00E?O

Plain

Plain

Sealed

—-

0,005C ------ -

.—— —-—

----- --

-?.0017 -,0058 -.0G66

-,0033

0.20ce %evel

0.,20ce bevel

Sealed

0.005C .0020

,0032

------ - -- - -.. --

-. GG42-,0006 -.0952

-.G015

0.15ce bevel

0.15ce bsvel

Sealed

0.0G5c

Sealed

.G032

,Cooo

----- --

.0000.0012 -.0G62

-,0047

O.lOce bevel

O.10c~ bevel, 0.G05c . GOOO. . ------ - ----....--
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Fqur-e 4.- Llff and elevator hlncje-moment coefficients d var!ous
elevafor deflections for fuselage and horlzontol - fQIl com -
b(n&~on. Plain elevator,
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gure 5.- Lift and elevafor hinge-moment coefflcieofs at various elevator
def/ectlons for fusel~ge and horlzontd-tcul combma+)on. Elevafor
with 0.20ce beveled tralllng edge.





Fig. 5b
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F\gure 5.-Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Lift and e?e’vator h)nge-moment coeffjc)ents at various elevator
de flecflons for fusel~ge and horizontal-fall combinaf)on, Elevc#or wfth
0,/5ce beveled trolllng edge.
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NACA Fig. 6b
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